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In August 1998 A&G published an arti-
cle by Stewart Bullen, a science teacher at 
Simon Balle School in Hertfordshire, which 

described how he had built and operated his 
own seismometer system (A&G 1998 4.25). 
Using only scrap and obsolete equipment from 
his science lab, he had constructed a working 
horizontal pendulum seismometer, complete 
with analogue chart recorder. The earthquakes 
that he recorded with his simple seismometer 
inspired a generation of students at his school to 
go on to study Earth science at university.

Now, 10 years on, the inspiration provided by 
Stewart Bullen is starting to make inroads into 
mainstream UK science education with the UK 
School Seismology Project (hosted by the British 
Geological Survey) having supplied nearly 200 
seismometer systems to schools across the UK 
and the Republic of Ireland. 

Although, in 1998, Stewart Bullen was alone 
in the UK, the idea of schools doing practical 
observational seismology was taking off in the 
USA, with projects such as the Princeton Earth 
Physics Project. US seismologists developed a 
couple of standardized designs for school seis-
mometer systems: a simple vertical seismometer 
(the AS-1 with a 0.5–3 Hz bandwidth) using a 
modified mass on a spring arrangement; and, 
through collaboration with the UK seismom-
eter manufacturer Guralp, the CMG-PEPP 
(now renamed the CMG-EDU) seismometer, a 
0.03–10 Hz bandwidth vertical force-feedback 
seismometer. They also developed a simple digi-
tizer and data-logging software for their system. 
The Amaseis software, which allows teachers to 
record data and also do simple event analysis, 
now supports nine different digitizer systems 
and is used by teachers all over the world. It 
also has the advantage of being able to record 
and analyse records in the standard .sac data 
format, allowing schools to compare their data 
directly with data downloaded via the internet 
from professional seismic observatories.

Front-page news
On Boxing Day 2004 the devastation caused 
by the Sumatran tsunami made earthquakes 
front-page news all around the world. In Feb-
ruary 2005 Stewart Bullen was featured in an 
article in the Times Educational Supplement, 
showing the signal recorded by his (by that time, 
digital) seismometer system and explaining how 
recording real data from real events was inspir-
ing students at his school to think about science 
in a positive and engaging manner. It turned out 
that another UK teacher, Justin Sharpe from 
Beal High School in Ilford, had also caught the 
bug. Justin had bought one of the US AS-1 seis-
mometers in 2004 and also recorded the signal 
from the Boxing Day event.

It seemed that the time was right for a UK 
school seismology project and in the summer of 
2005 we held an exploratory workshop at the 

The 21st century will hold huge challenges for the next generation of geoscientists 
coming to terms with climate change and its associated effects. These new challenges 
come on top of the ever-present threat from devastating earthquakes and volcanoes 
to ever larger urban conurbations around the world. Unfortunately, as outlined in the 
August 2008 issue of A&G, the UK curriculum authorities have chosen to downplay 
geoscience topics within the secondary science curriculum, often marginalizing them 
into geography or geology courses. However, the geoscientist of the near future will need 
a strong background in maths and physics as well as an appreciation of geography. The 
UK School Seismology Project aims to influence the future development of the science 
curriculum by demonstrating that good fundamental school physics can be taught using 
earthquakes and seismology as a hook to grab students’ attention.
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1: The UK school seismometer system is a simple horizontal pendulum design with a “garden 
gate” pivot system. It acts like a simple pendulum with a 20 s natural period, coupled with an 
electromagnetic velocity transducer and a 16-bit amplifier/digitizer. It makes a superb resource 
for schools – for basic physics as well as for seismology.

Paul Denton looks back 10 years to an influential article in A&G – and 
forwards to the expanding future of seismology in UK schools.
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University of Leicester to see if this was what 
UK teachers wanted. As well as Justin Sharpe 
and Stewart Bullen, we had a dozen teachers 
from around the UK and a speaker, John Taber 
from the Incorporated Research Institutions for 
Seismology (IRIS), to talk about the US school 
seismology project (now managed by IRIS at 
http://www.iris.edu/hq/programs/education_
and_outreach/seismographs_in_schools). This 
meeting decided that a UK school seismology 
network would work. All we needed were some 
teaching resources specifically targeting the UK 
curriculum and a UK-built seismometer system 
– existing instruments did not meet the needs 
of UK schools. 

Funding
The UK School Seismology Project was born. 
Funding for the development of resources came 
from NESTA (National Endowment for Science 
Technology and the Arts), who paid for the 
writing of a set of classroom activities; the BGS, 
who host the project and provide the staff and 
web resources to deliver it into schools; and SEP 
(Science Enhancement Programme), a Gatsby 
Foundation funded group who paid for the pub-
lication and distribution of the resource booklet 
and paid for the development of a UK school 
seismometer system, now manufactured by 
MUTR. Expertise for ensuring that the project 
fulfilled UK school needs came from a focus 
group of dedicated teachers, Chris Butlin (an 
author of the Salters Horners Advanced Physics 
Course) and the Science Learning Centre Staff 
at Leicester.

The UK School Seismology Project now has 

three key components:
●  A booklet of simple classroom activities suit-
able for the UK science curriculum, written 
up in a style UK teachers are familiar with. 
Seismology: Innovations in Practical Work is 
published by SEP and distributed free to 3000 
school teachers in the UK. A pdf can be down-
loaded from http://www.sep.org.uk.
●  A UK school seismometer system, based on 
Stewart Bullen’s original horizontal pendulum 
design with modifications suggested by Chris 
Chapman, a retired engineer and amateur 
seismologist. This system has a bandwidth 
of 0.05–5 Hz and comes complete with a 16-
bit digitizer/amplifier. It is manufactured and 
distributed by MUTR for £320. By the end of 
August 2008, 190 of these systems had been 
supplied to schools in the UK and Eire (with a 
couple going to Hong Kong and Norway).
●  A central website has been set up for the 
project, allowing teachers to find out about the 
latest events and exchange data with each other: 
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/schoolseismology.

The next 10 years
With nearly 200 school seismometer systems 
in existence, the project is now concentrating 
on building support networks for the schools 
involved in the project and continuing the roll-
out into schools across the country and into 
Scotland. So far, 12 university Earth science 
departments have agreed to use the project as 
part of their own outreach activities with local 
schools: Leicester, Imperial College, Plymouth 
and the OU have already hosted workshop 
events; Keele and Leeds are planning events in 

2008; and Cambridge, Oxford, Southampton, 
Durham, Liverpool and Royal Holloway are 
planning events in 2009. Links are also being 
made with regional museums and science centres 
to promote the project to a wider audience.

The UK school science curriculum has been 
influenced over the years to include topics on 
astronomy and particle physics. This is thanks 
to decades of dedicated effort by the UK 
astronomy and particle physics academic com-
munity and some farsighted funding decisions 
by PPARC in the past. Unfortunately, cover-
age of Earth science and geophysics topics has 
decreased, sometimes marginalized into geog-
raphy or geology courses, sometimes lost alto-
gether. If the UK is to face the challenges of this 
century and beyond then it is essential that the 
next generation of geoscientists can be inspired 
in their career choice while still at school. 

Seismology is an exciting and innovative way 
for students to experience the thrill of real sci-
ence, doing experiments that last for months, 
not knowing what they will record, and with 
the added thrill of hearing about an event on 
the news and rushing to the school website to 
see if it was detected by the school seismometer. 
The UK School Seismology Project has ambi-
tious aims to make science more interesting for 
all students, to improve participation rates in 
science post-16 and to raise the awareness of 
geosciences as a potential career or university 
option for students aged 16–18. 

With the enthusiasm and dedication of all the 
teachers that I have seen running this project, I 
think it will succeed. ●

Paul Denton, School Seismology Project leader, 
British Geological Survey. This article is published 
with the permission of the Executive Director, 
British Geological Survey (NERC).

UK School Seismology Project  
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/schoolseismology

School seismology resources  
http://www.mutr.co.uk/index.php?cPath=18_412

Seismology: Innovations in Practical Work, free 
PDF booklet 
http://www.sep.org.uk

UK seismometer manufacturer Guralp  
http://www.guralp.net

MUTR  
http://www.mutr.co.uk

Paulet High School seismometer  
http://www.paulet.staffs.sch.uk/
Seismometer/code%20name%20PAUL.htm

Live schools seismic data 
http://www.iris.edu/hq/ssn/schools/realtime/
amaseis/schools/index.phtml

US school seismology  
http://www.iris.edu/hq/programs/education_
and_outreach/seismographs_in_schools

Further inFormAtion

2: It works! This 24-hour helicorder display shows that the UK school seismometer system is 
sensitive enough to detect earthquakes on the other side of the world. On 12–13 September 2007 
the seismometer at Keyworth recorded three events from Indonesia in rapid succession (M8.5, 
M7.9 and M7.0, respectively). Over the course of a year you would expect to see data from between 
30 and 40 events on a school system (although three in one day is very rare).
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